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Introduction 
 
This paper aims to provide a fresh perspective to the advocate’s role in the context of 
the resolution of complex corporate law issues. The paper proceeds in three parts. The 
first part canvasses the nature of the advocate’s role, and explores the value of a team 
approach to advocacy preparation. The second part offers personal insights from the 
perspective of an advocate appearing in three forms of corporate litigation: as counsel 
for the regulator, as counsel for a defendant to regulatory action, and as counsel for a 
representative party. The third part concludes with some observations on the task of 
advocacy in the context of a public inquiry that might test a corporation’s ‘social 
license’ in the unforgiving glare of modern and social media. 
 
 

Part I: The Value of a Team Approach 
 

"Even without knowing the devil in the detail of corporate law, gatekeepers can 
provide vital assistance to those of us retained to advocate on their behalf." 

 
The Complexity of Corporate Law 
 
The corporate regulator continues to focus on responding to poor gatekeeper culture 
and conduct by taking enforcement or other regulatory action, where appropriate. 
  
In the first 6 months of 2016, the Australian Securities & Investments Commission:2 
• commenced 101 investigations 
• completed 93 investigations  
• removed 24 people from providing financial services 
• issued 75 infringement notices 
• received payment of $1.2 million in infringements notices 
• secured $13.4 million in compensation/remediation 
• laid 96 criminal charges. 
 
Not all litigious matters invoking the corporate law involve ASIC (although plainly 
the most serious often do). Disputes between companies, within companies, and when 
																																																								
1 B.Ec. (Soc. Sc.), LL.B. (Hons.), LL.M. (U.Syd.), B.C.L. (Hons.) (Oxon), FCIArb, MAICD. Senior 
Counsel of the Australian Bar. Adjunct Associate Professor, University of New South Wales. Website: 
www.dhdsc.com.au; email: dhogan@barnet.com.au; Twitter: @DHoganDoranSC.  

2 See ASIC enforcement outcomes: January to June 2016 (Report 485) (published August 2016). 
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companies are insolvent or under administration, can all involve complex questions of 
corporate law.  
 
There are over 1.9 million registered companies in Australia, and each must have at 
least one director. Gatekeepers - company directors and officers, auditors, insolvency 
practitioners and business advisers - do have difficulty keeping up-to-date with the 
many cases. In particular, the board’s focus has to be on the company’s strategy and 
performance.  
 
Yet gatekeepers can provide vital assistance to those of us retained to advocate on 
their behalf, without knowing the devil in the detail of corporate law. First, some 
preliminary thoughts on advocacy, then 'managing' the dispute resolution process. 
 
The ‘Art’ of Advocacy 
 
“Whoever said ‘it’s not whether you win or lose that counts’ probably lost.” 
 
Advocacy’s single objective is persuasion. Advocacy is not necessarily a matter of 
truth, but rather of persuading to a point of view, and doing so within the scope of the 
relevant rules, and without misrepresenting the truth, or misleading the decision-
maker.  
 
If an advocate can persuade the court or tribunal, the client will generally win the 
case. 
 
A good advocate knows when a court or tribunal cannot be persuaded. That is when 
she needs to persuade someone else (ie. the other side) to settle on the best terms 
possible.  
 
Often times, particularly in commercial matters, the mark of a good advocate can be 
the advocacy they demonstrate during the course of the proceedings, even before the 
final hearing, for example in settling strategic correspondence, crafting interlocutory 
pursuits, or taking an active role in settlement discussions. 
 
How to help the advocate advocate well 
 
Good advocates are good listeners, they exercise objectivity in judging  
what should and should not be argued, they are candid and frank with clients and 
instructors, and honest in their dealings with their opponents and the Court. They are 
industrious in their preparation and never “wing it”. They are courteous with all, and 
above all, courageous. 
 
There may only be one advocate in a litigation team, but the best preparation, and 
advocacy, is the work of the team. As part of that team, company management and in-
house counsel can help their advocate by asking: what can we do to help make our 
advocate good (or our good advocate even better)?  
 
Good advocates will also exhibit coherent structure, selective content, good time 
management, question and answer skills, and above all, the ability to engage with the 
court or arbitral tribunal. Simplicity, flexibility and adaptability will be critical. To do 
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this, they need clear (but nuanced) and timely instructions from the client. 
 
Counsel aims for a strong opening and to develop a roadmap, which signposts the 
structure of the argument. They want to advance a plausible case theory – so your 
thoughts and input will be vital here. And they want to end well.  
 
To understand and communicate the strengths of the argument, they also want to 
know the weaknesses and arguments their opponents may develop. You can help 
counsel stand in the shoes of the other side.  
 
It is rare for counsel to receive positive feedback from a Court: “what a clever 
submission” is as unlikely to be uttered by a judge as it will by opponents, so your 
positive reviews, and refinements, are always welcome, too! 
 
‘Managing’ corporate litigation 
 
It is often remarked as refreshing when lawyers (barristers or solicitors) demonstrate 
an understanding of the challenges faced by in-house counsel in managing their 
internal stakeholders – whether that be a Board, CEO, line managers, subject matter 
experts – and the multiple issues that impact upon management of litigation. 
 
Because as we should know, management of litigation involves consideration of 
much more than win or lose. There are questions of precedent setting (of 
contesting/settling); of reputation impact; of cost; and sometimes complex 
policy/ethical issues. 
 
Experience suggests that clients value an advocate who can (1) synethesise legal 
concepts and strategic complexity into simple, clear and concise advice and (2) have 
insight into what in-house counsel has to deal with, in terms of communicating and 
‘selling’ the advice internally. 
 
A good advocate appreciates their role is not just to identify the legal and commercial 
issues that are involved in the dispute, and then artfully advocating that position in the 
court room. A good advocate appreciates that in house counsel need assistance in 
advocating that position internally, which involves not only scenario testing, but 
articulating the ‘business case’ for pursuing (or ending) the dispute. Let them help 
you. 
 
Governance at the Core 
 
ASIC recently warned (Rep 485 [22]) that it will focus on serious breaches of the 
corporate law where these indicate:  

a. poor corporate culture;  
b. misuse of cross-border services and transactions;  
c. failure by corporations to respond appropriately to the threat of malicious 

cyber activity;  
d. misalignment between company disclosures, product design and investor 

understanding and expectations; and  
e. serious ‘phoenix’ behaviour and improper transactions in the face of 

insolvency.  
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Since good corporate governance is clearly linked to corporate success - and the high 
esteem of the regulator - it is timely that this year's Governance Institute of Australia's 
National Conference has at its theme "Governance at the Core".  
 
With so many new threats and challenges, embedding strong governance standards 
and structures throughout your organisation will lead to enhanced performance. Co-
operative work by management, in-house and external counsel to best advocate 
complex legal matters is good practice, good governance, and good sense. 
 

 
Part II: A View from the Bar Table 

 
"Experience teaches: it is better to think ahead, than to get left behind." 

 
To further illustrate some challenges felt by advocates in complex corporate law 
proceedings, it is useful to also consider their perspectives in three different types of 
corporate law proceedings, namely: 

• the perspective of the advocate representing the corporate regulator; 
• the perspective of the advocate representing the subject of a regulatory 

investigation and as a defendant in civil penalty proceedings; and 
• the perspective of the advocate representing a party representing the interests 

of a diverse group of non-parties to the proceeding. 
 
I conclude with some insights into the challenges of advocacy in non-traditional 
venues, such as Royal Commissions and ICAC, and the vexed decisions in defending 
not just reputation, but a corporation's 'social licence to operate'. 
 
Advocating a regulator’s perspective 
 
Given ASIC’s original and primary role as a regulator of corporate laws, it is useful to 
begin by canvassing the perspective of an advocate advising or representing our 
corporate, markets and financial services regulator. 
This role presents unique challenges, since complexity is increased having regard to 
the operation of model litigant obligations.3  
 
Advocates appearing for regulators will be constrained by an over-arching 
requirement to act “honestly and fairly” in litigation.4 
																																																								
3 The Commonwealth "Model Litigant Policy", as it is commonly described, is a Legal Service 
Direction issued by the Attorney-General pursuant to s 55ZF of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth). It was 
first issued in 1999. There are similar, but not identical, regimes in Victoria, Queensland, New South 
Wales, the Australian Capital Territory and the Northern Territory. 
 
4 Paragraph 2 includes: 
(a) dealing with claims promptly and not causing delay; 
(b) making an early assessment of the prospects of a matter; 
(c) paying legitimate claims without litigation; 
(d) acting consistently in the handling of claims and litigation; 
(e) endeavouring to avoid, prevent and limit the scope of litigation including by participating in 
alternative dispute resolution where appropriate; 
(f) keeping the costs of litigation to a minimum by: 
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This requirement includes additional obligations directed more to good governance 
and administration than mere conduct as a litigant in Court. Examples include: acting 
consistently across cases; avoiding technical arguments; and not appealing unless 
there are reasonable prospects or it is in the public interest. 
 
Courts have also found that a model litigant is bound to bring to the court's attention 
arguments of the other side where it appears the court has overlooked them. Such 
restrictions do not apply to a private litigant – even if they be a large, repeat and well-
resourced litigant. 
 
These advocates also need to be mindful that there are a number of ways in which a 
Court may exercise their powers to redress a perceived breach of the obligations of a 
model litigant. For example, it may be a factor that weighs into the exercise of a 
discretion to grant a stay or adjournment, order discovery, order the calling of a 
witness, or various other interlocutory or procedural matters. 
 
There are even cases where the court has made an adverse costs order against a 
government litigant at the conclusion of proceedings because of a perceived breach of 
the obligation. 
 
A decision about which witnesses to call is a key forensic judgment required to be 
exercised by counsel – for example, who should be called to prove what did, or did 
not occur, at a meeting of a board of directors, when there is also signed minutes 
approved by that board at its subsequent meeting. In ASIC v Hellicar (2012) 247 CLR 
345 the High Court overturned a finding by the NSW Court of Appeal that ASIC had 
breached its obligation to act fairly by not calling an important material witness who 
was available to it. In this sense at least, the model litigant obligation is not without 
limits. 
 
Advocating the perspective of a defendant to civil penalty proceedings  
 
The regime of sanctions for enforcement of the duties of company officers in 
Australia was fundamentally reformed in 1993 when the civil penalty regime was 
introduced. This was aimed at reducing the role of the criminal law such that criminal 
sanctions applied only to the most serious contraventions, and the majority of cases 
attracted civil penalty sanctions. The current civil penalty regime was introduced to 
reduce reliance on the criminal process in the hope that ASIC could more effectively 
deal with corporate misconduct, and that civil penalties would constitute a significant 
																																																																																																																																																															
(i) not requiring the other party to prove a matter the Commonwealth or agency knows to be true; 
(ii) not contesting liability if the real dispute is about quantum; 
(iii) using appropriate methods to resolve litigation including settlement offers or alternative dispute 
resolution; and 
(iv) ensuring that a person participating in settlement negotiations can settle on behalf of the 
Commonwealth or agency. 
(g) not taking advantage of a claimant who lacks resources; 
(h) not relying on technical defences; 
(i) not appealing from a decision unless there are reasonable prospects for success or it is otherwise 
justified in the public interest; and finally 
(j) apologising where the Commonwealth or agency has acted wrongfully or improperly. 
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part of the overall enforcement mechanism. 
 
Armed with these options, ASIC has made greater use of civil penalty litigation and, 
since 2000, has experienced success in obtaining civil penalties, especially against 
directors involved in high profile corporate collapses. 
 
The case law that has developed as a result of ASIC’s use of civil penalty litigation, 
particularly since the High Court of Australia’s decision in Rich v Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission [2004] HCA 42; 220 CLR 12, has created 
procedural and enforcement problems for ASIC which defendant counsel are keen to 
exploit. 
 
In particular, the amendments to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (in particular the 
insertion of s 1349) did not abrogate the penalty privilege in relation to such 
proceedings. Defendants are afforded enhanced procedural protections, and much of 
the case law on civil penalties that has developed since 2000 concerns disputes 
regarding the operation of the penalty privilege. Defendants can refuse a request for 
discovery and are not required to file witness statements before the trial, indeed 
before the conclusion of evidence by ASIC’s witnesses. 
 
As a consequence of diminished disclosure by defendants, ASIC’s counsel may not be 
aware of what matters will be raised in defence of the allegations they are making. 
 
Defendant counsel advocate so as to preserve that advantage for as long as possible. 
This can be a problem if a defendant wishes to run a positive case. Ordinarily a 
positive case must be raised in the defence, but not every form of positive defence 
might detract from the penalty privilege. One pleading obligation that would so 
detract is any requirement of the Court rules that require a defendant to reveal her 
belief in the truth or otherwise of facts alleged by ASIC. 
 
The desire to preserve the advantage may also affect the questions counsel put to 
witnesses, and what counsel do with any documents shown to those witnesses. 
 
Of course, the intricacy of civil penalty proceedings come to naught when advising 
subjects of investigation by ASIC during the investigation stage, since neither 
corporate nor individual clients enjoy privilege against self-incrimination or penalty 
privilege insofar as they may be compelled to produce documents and answer 
questions at compulsory examinations. 
 
ASIC can and will use documents produced and transcripts of examination (despite 
any express claim for privilege) in the exercise of its administrative powers to cancel 
licenses, to disqualify directors or to ban individuals from providing financial 
services. 
 
Attempts to run a positive case or explanatory demurrer during ASIC’s administrative 
hearings necessarily abrogate any remaining privilege, and so create a dilemma for 
lawyers advising individuals who could remain at risk of potential criminal or civil 
penalty proceedings. This is particularly acute in investigations of insider trading, and 
unlicensed provision of financial services or products. 
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Advocating a representative party’s perspective 
 
Three class action regimes currently operate in Australia,5 and shareholder class 
actions have represented about 25 per cent of all class actions in the past five or so 
years. 
 
In these types of proceedings, the named applicant represents others who are not on 
the record (unless they opt out). Steps taken by the plaintiff in the conduct of these 
cases are binding on group members, because she acts as their representative. 
Findings and rulings in the course of the case are binding on group members. 
 
Representative procedures themselves are not new, having been available under 
English law for a long time. Building on these principles, there are cases where 
representative defendants have been appointed, for example, to represent a group of 
investors in the winding up of unregistered managed investment schemes,6 or in the 
winding up of a collapsed financial services provider.7  
 
Settlement of class actions is the most common way in which this form of litigation is 
resolved. This is despite the fact that settlement in the representative context is more 
complicated, and more regulated, than other litigation. Interestingly, empirical 
research by Professor Vincent Morabito reveals that during the 17 year period from 
1992 to 2009, every class action under the federal system that was supported by a 
litigation funder resolved in favour of the class. 
 
Whilst most judges do not view the class action regime with suspicion, they do 
acknowledge that they are effectively discharging what is a beneficial supervisory 
jurisdiction. 
 
Hence the reason for requiring court approval, because the risk of conflicts of interest, 
collusion and outcomes that are not for the benefit of absent group members, remain. 
For example, the Court must be mindful of the conflicts involved where the terms 
may be acceptable to a funder who can avoid the risk of trial and invest in another 
case, compared to the group member who has only the one opportunity to obtain 
compensation to remedy their position. 
 
The settlement approval process, including the process for the distribution of 
settlement funds, requires close and careful scrutiny. Lawyers appearing in 
representative proceedings have come to play a critical role in assisting the Court’s 
exercise of its supervisory and protective role to ensure that a settlement is in the 
interests of all the group members. This is achieved usually by way of the solicitor for 
the applicant filing an affidavit addressing the relevant criteria for approving a 

																																																								
5 The first was introduced in 1992 by Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth), and 
largely identical regimes in the Supreme Court of Victoria since January 2000 by Part 4A of the 
Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic) and in New South Wales March 2011 by Part 10 of the Civil Procedure 
Act 2005 (NSW). 
6 Eg ZMB Australia Pty Ltd v Warne [2011] FCAFC 65; ASIC v GDK Financial Solutions Pty Ltd (in 
liq) (No 8) [2011] FCA 997; ASIC v GDK Financial Solutions Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) (No 14) [2013] 
FCA 459 
7 Eg Re MF Global Australia Ltd (in liq) [2012] NSWSC 994; (2012) 267 FLR 27; Re MF Global 
Australia Ltd (in liq) (No 2) [2012] NSWSC 1426. 
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settlement, and a confidential opinion of counsel for the applicant assessing the 
fairness and reasonableness of the proposed settlement that focuses on the prospects 
of success of the litigation. That includes canvassing any difficult questions of law, 
causation and quantum. Sometimes, the Court also receives opinions from opposing 
counsel.8 
 

Part III: Advocating in public inquiries in the modern media glare 
 
Increasingly, counsel are obliged to advocate complex corporate law questions in 
non-traditional venues. Indeed, it is not uncommon for a Royal Commission or other 
public inquiry to be instituted as the preferred response to large scale corporate 
collapses or perceived misconduct.   
 
At the James Hardie Inquiry,9 our task as counsel assisting was to focus on a central 
objective – the adequacy (or otherwise) of the funding set aside to compensate long-
tail asbestos liabilities of the James Hardie Group, and thereafter, if the funding was 
not adequate, to determine who was responsible and what could be done to fix it. A 
part of that process engaged in difficult, intricate debates about the validity and 
appropriateness of (inter alia) corporate reorganization plans.  
 
The days of the Royal Commission into the collapse of HIH Insurance Limited, and 
the James Hardie Special Commission of Inquiry seem almost sedate compared to the 
hyper-glare of the modern social media driven news cycles. It is not too hard to 
imagine complicated questions being dwarfed by today’s unrelenting focus on 
personalities.  
 
Advocates must now be vigilant that counsel’s every question is webcast live to a 
hyper-vigilant populace, and the Twitter feed of hungry journalists drives traffic to 
online media, only to be amplified and contorted by trolls and ‘fake news’ 
sites.  Entreaties to remember the need for the proper application of the rules of 
evidence, the privilege against self-incrimination and high standards of proof are of 
little comfort to those whose corporate reputations may not survive such public 
outings. 
 
Reputation is the overall favourability of the image of a company or project.  But its 
social licence is a perception of legitimacy – does the company go about its business 
in a proper way? A growing focus on responsible business conduct means we can 
only expect more vigilance from stakeholders, regulators, politicians and civil society 
in relation to the deliberations of corporate boards and their advisors. 
 
Indeed, as Westpac Remuneration Committee Chair Ewen Crouch observed in his 
keynote address at the 33rd Governance Institute of Australia National Conference, 
we can already detect a shift from 'buyer beware' to 'seller beware', particularly in the 
financial services industry. 
 
Questions for corporate governance professionals, and the in-house and external 
																																																								
8 Such as in the Storm Financial Settlement: Richards v Macquarie Bank Ltd [No 4] [2013] FCA 438 
(14 May 2013) [13] (Logan J). 
9 Special Commission of Inquiry into the Medical Research and Compensation Foundation, chaired by 
David Jackson QC (2004). 
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counsel who advise them, in preparing to advocate in defence of the social licence, 
include:  

• How ready is the company's board, management and shareholders to maintain 
and defend its social licence?  

• Is there low and infrequent conflict between stakeholders and the company, or 
are there disconcerting signs of discontent?  

• Is the company or its project seen as an inextricable and valued component of 
the social and economic fabric of the community, or is there a community 
perception that the company or its project better belongs to yesteryear?  

• Can we demonstrate the value of the social licence, and if so, how? 
 
This preparation takes place mindful of the political reality that government 
intervention resulting in closure of a project, mandatory disaggregation of vertically 
integrated groups, indeed wholesale industry closures,10 is not unknown.  
 
As a counsel who has had to advocate these complex questions in high profile 
inquiries into industries as diverse as insurance, asbestos manufacturing and 
installation, and greyhound racing, I acknowledge the real challenges these questions 
pose for future-thinking boards and their advisors. 
 
Experience teaches: it is better to think ahead, than to get left behind. 
 

																																																								
10 Which was the NSW Government’s initial response to the Report of the Special Commission of 
Inquiry into the Greyhound Racing Industry in NSW (2016). 


